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Recently evaluated neutron capture cross section data of

142, li*3,144,145,146,150Nd, natural Nd and Mo as well as adjustment of

the capture cross sections of 152>151+Sm to fit integral data measured

in STEK and CFRMF are discussed. The progress made with preparations

for the HFR-TOP transient overpower experiments on fuel pins under

irradiation in the pool-side facility of the HFR is reported on.

Results are given of tensile tests on irradiated as well as on heat-

treated stainless steel DIN 1.4948 specimens subjected to varying

numbers of fatigue cycles. In the field of aerosol research,

measured gas flow rates and pressure drops in stainless steel

capillaries of various dimensions are compared with theory: the gas

flow and aerosol penetration in cracks artificially introduced in

concrete test specimens, have been determined. Criteria in selecting

the right 1ight-scatlering particles for use in Laser Doppler Anemometer

measurements are given; the results of single and two-phase experiments

with the second 28-rod bundle and the hydrodynamics during single-

bubble boiling in the first bundle are discussed.
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CEXERAL

This progress report summarizes the fast reactor research carried out

by ECN at Petten during the period covering the first quarter of 1978.

The majority of work described forms part of an integrated fast breeder

research and development programme also in progress at the national

nuclear research centres at Karlsruhe and Mol. This combined effort

is based on a memorandum of co-operation in the fast reactor field

signed by the respective governments in 1967 and on a memorandum of

understanding signed by the research centres.

The ECN research is mainly concerned with the core of the sodium-cooled

breeder SNR-300 and the related safety aspects. It comprises six items:

- A programme to determine relevant fission-product nuclear data;

- A fuel performance programme comprising in-pile cladding failure

experiments and a study of the consequences of loss-of-cooling and

overpower;

- Basic research on fuel;

- Investigation of the changes in the mechanical properties of austenitic

steel 1.4948 due to fast neutron doses; this material has been used in

the manufacture of the reactor vessel and its internal components;

- Study of aerosols which could be formed at the time of a fast reactor

accident and their progressive behaviour on leaking through cracks in

the concrete containment;



- Studies on heat transfer in a sodium-cooled fast reactor core. As

fast breeders operate at high power densities, an accurate knowledge

of the heat transfer phenomena under single-phase and two-phase

conditions is sought.
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I. FISSION-PRODUCT NUCLEAR DATA

(H. Gruppelaar)

The programme of the fission-product nuclear data project (FPND)

consists mainly of an evaluation of the neutron cross sections of a

large number of fission-product nuclides (including adjustments of

capture cross sections to fit available integral data). Up till now,

the results of about 34 nuclides have been published |l-4|. These

nuclides are responsible for approx. 'iB% of the capture rate of the

gross fission-product mixture in a fast breeder reactor. During the

first half of 1978 this percentage will be increased to 80% by

including the Nd isotopes and ^'+7P;j. Results of the Nd isotopes

obtained so far are reviewed below.

Reports published during this quarter have been on pre-equilibrium

theory |5| and adjusted neutron flux spectra in STEK |ó|. Two other

reports on STEK spectra are in preparation |7, 8| and two reports on

natural Mo cross sections have gone to press |9, 10|. The publication

of a report on graphs of the RCN-2 evaluation |li| has been postponed.

A review of the FPND work (in Dutch) has been submitted to the journal

Energiespectrum |l2|. An abstract of the Nd results has been prepared

as a contribution for a conference at Harwell |l3|.
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1. Evaluation of neutron cross sections

(H. Gruppelaar and B.P.J. van den Bos)

Because of its importance as a structural material and also because it

has been suggested to use natural I!o as a simulant of fission products

in fast reactor mock-up experiments (e.g. in ZEBRA), special attention

was devoted to the impact of integral measurements on the capture cross

section of this element. In a paper presented at a conference at

Geel |9| it was pointed out that the ENDF/B-IV and KEDAK-3 evaluations

currently used give 18% higher capture cross sections than those

assessed from the adjusted RCN-2 data |3|. The integral information

(STEK) was used in a re-evaluation of the capture cross section.

During the current quarter -3 more or less complete file on neutron

cross sections of natural molybdenum (in KEDAK format) has been made.

An abstract of an evaluation report |l0| is given below.

H. Gruppelaar, Evaluated neutron cross sections of natural molybdenum

ECN-40 (1978).

Uentron cross sections for natural i-'o can be obtained by summation of

evaluated contributions of stable isotopes. This report begins with a

short summary of previously evaluated "RCN-2" cross sections of the Mo

isotopes. Next, a code is introduced which performs the summation of

isotopic data types of evaluated cross sections in the KEDAK format,

which was adopted for the RCN-2 cross section library. The summed

natural Mo evaluation is compared with recent differential data and with

integral capture data, mainly from the STEK facility at Petten. Some

revisions are applied in the energy range above 4.65 keV to obtain

good agreement with both differential and integral information. The

average capture cross section in a fast breeder reactor calculated from

this "revised. RCN-2 evaluation" is about 16% lower than calculated from

the currently used KEDAK-3 and ENDF/B-IV evaluations. Other Mo cross

sections in these evaluations are not very much different, except for

some data in the resolved resonance ranqe.
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Fig. 1 Capture group constants calculated from ENDF/B-IV (dotted line), JENDL-1 (dashed line) and RCN-2
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Fig. 2 Capture group constants calculated from ENDF/B-IV (dotted line), JENDL-1 (dashed line) and RCN-2

(solid line) evaluations for ' ' f'Nd, '" 7 Nd, M " Nd and '° uNd.
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(H. Gruppelaar, B.P.J. van den Bos and H.Ch. Rieffe)

An evaluation of neutron cross sections of the isotopes ^l*2Nd,

l^UNdj l<+5Nd) l»t6Ndj l«t8Nd a n d 150Nd a s w e l l a s a preliminary

evaluation of natural Nd have heen completed. In the resolved

resonance region the evaluation is based on resolved resonance

parameters, e.g. those recently measured at ORELA |14|; at higher

energies statistical and optical model calculations have been performed.

The adopted values of the important average resonance parameters <F >

(average radiation width) and D , (mean observed s-wave level spacing),

used in the calculation of fast (i.e. above a few keV) capture cross

sections, are the same as those obtained by Musgrove et al. |l4|. There

is good agreement with recent experimentally obtained ORELA and RPI

|15| capture data for energies from 2 to 90 keV. The optical model

parameters adopted are from Igarasi et al. |l6|. The calculated total

cross sections are in reasonably good agreement (+ 5%) with the isotopic

data for ltf2Nd, lkkM, ll*6Nd and 150Nd above 0.7 MeV |l7|. A similarly

good agreement is found for natural Nd at these energies, but it seems

that in the energy range from 50 to 700 keV the calculated data for

the total cross section are 10% to 20% lower than the measured data.

A comparison of various capture cross section evaluations of Nd

isotopes can be made from the Figs. 1 and 2, where 26-group constants

(Russian ABBN-format |l8|) calculated from the ENDF/B-IV evaluation

|19| (dotted line), the JENDL-1 evaluation |l6| (dashed line) and the

present RCN-2 evaluation (solid line) have been plotted. Only a few

remarks on these figures will be given. The first comment is that a

systematic difference between data from the two first-mentioned

evaluations and RCN-2 is visible between 10 and 100 eV. This is due

to the fact that, in both ENDF/B-IV and JENDL-1, a 1/v tail is fitted

to obtain the experimental thermal cross section, whereas in RCN-2

mostly a negative bound level is assumed. Another comment is that the

fast capture cross sections of 142Nd and lt4l4Nd in the range 10 keV to

a few MeV do not very much decrease with increasing energy because

competition from inelastic scattering is not strong in this region.

The calculated capture cross sections of the other even-mass Nd

isotopes are rather sensitive to the adopted level schemes of the
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target nuclides which differ in each evaluation (see the differences

in the capture cross sections near 1 MeV in Fig. 2). A final comment

is that for the unstable nuclide 147Nd (tj = 10.99 d ) , the measured

thermal cross section value of 440±150 b |20| has been used in the

RCN-2 evaluation to fit a (hypothetical) resonance at 2.14 eV. In

ENDF/B-IV the calculated thermal capture cross section at 0.0253 eV

is only 49 barn.

i^iL_Zile_in_KEDAK_format (co-operation ECN-KfK)

The numerical data of the RCN-2 evaluation as published in Refs. |2, 10|

have been stored on a tape in KEDAK card-image format. This file,

named KEDECN, contains cross section data of 34 nuclides and one natural

element (Mo). All data types mentioned in Refs. |2, 10| are on this

tape. Dr. B. Goel and co-workers of the evaluation group at KfK,

Karlsruhe, have added the angular distribution data types MUEL and

SGNC to the nuclides given in vol. 1 of Ref. |2|. These data types

were already available for the other nuclides given in vol. 2 of

Ref. |2| and in Ref. [10 f - Dr. Goel and co-workers have also applied

corrections to other data types to obtain a file which can be used for

processing with the code MIGROS-3 |2l|. The complete KEDECN file has

been presented to the NEA Data Bank at Saclay.

2. Adjusted group constants

(J.W.M. Dekker, A.J. Janssen and H.Ch. Rieffe)

Adjustment of the capture group cross sections of the Nd isotopes is

still in progress. There are more than 100 integral data available

from measurements carried out in the five cores of the STEK facility

on samples of natural Nd and Nd2Ü3 enriched in each of the stable

isotopes |22|. In addition there are CFRMF activation data available

on 1U6Nd, lkHd and 150Nd 1231 - In the adjustment process of group

constants, the majority of these data will be used in one single

computer run. Therequired careful evaluation of all input parameters

is being performed at the present time. It is hoped results will

become available during the next quarter.
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Table 1 Average capture cross sections (in barns) and their standard

deviations for 1 5 2Sm and 151+Sin (SNR-300 flux spectrum)

Xuclide

152Sra

15^Sm

RCN-2
(unadjusted)

0.41 (12%)

0.21 (20%)

RCN-2A (adjusted)

STEK |2

0.47 ( 9%)

0.23 (14%)

crRMF

0.42 (6%)

0.18 (6%)

STEK+CFRMF

0.44 (5%)

0.19 (6%)

ENDF/B-IV

0.40

0.21

In the report on adjusted capture cross sections of fission product

nuclides from STEK reactivity worths and CFRMF activation data |4|,

the nuclides 152Sm and 151*Sm were not included. Adjustment calculations

for these nuclides have recently been performed. Global results for the

average capture cross sections in a fast breeder reactor (SNR-300) are

given in Table 1. With respect to the nuclides given in Ref. |4|, the

majority show there is a rather good consistency between tho STEK and

CFRMF data.
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II. FUEL PERFORMANCE UNDER OVERLOAD CONDITIONS

1. Transient overpower experiments

(A.M. Versteegh)

A second draft design of the test section of the HFR-TOP facility has

been drawn (Fig. 3). Based on calculations performed with the SOTOP

computer code a test fuel pin has been chosen with an outer diameter

of 7.6 mm. With an overpower factor of approx. four to five (starting

from nominal power conditions, i.e. 300 W.cm"1) reached in half a

second and thence maintaining the final condition during a few seconds,

this will mean an energy increase of 1.5 kJ.g"1. The centre of the

fuel will melt after one second and reach evaporation temperature

after three seconds. After two seconds about 60% of the fuel situated

in the area at the level of maximum power will have melted.

The fabrication of the power measuring irradiation rig (Fig. 7 of

Ref. |l|) will be completed in the next quarter. This capsule will

be employed:

- to determine the maximum obtainable fission power for a TOP capsule

configuration;

- to determine the gamma heating values in steel and aluminium;

- to perform periodic power measurements for correlation with computer

calculations.

A covering design and safety report has been written.
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Fig. 3 Test section of HFR-TOP facility.
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The fabrication of a capsule for the purpose of a) testing the

shielding capability of an annulus when filled with enriched BF3 gas

and b) measuring the radial power profile inside fuel pins of various

enrichments of UO2 is nearing completion.

An order has been placed for the fabrication of a capsule to test the

instrumentation under operating conditions.

The out-of-pile test circuit to test the pump, flow meter and heat

exchanger has been assembled and installation of the trace heating

begun. It is anticipated that the circuit will be started up sometime

during the next quarter.

The design of the data handling system has been completed (Fig. 4) and

the programming of the computer continues.
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III. ADVANCED FUELS

(E.H.P. Cordfunke)

The research on the thermochemical properties of uranyl halides, being

performed in the framework of a contract signed with the IAEA in Vienna,

is coming to an end.

It is the intention to give in the next quarterly progress report

details of the progress made so far with a study on the thermodynamic

properties of the intermetallic compounds of uranium with the fission

products Ru, Rh and Pd.
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IV. RADIATION DAMAGE IN THE SNR CONSTRUCTION STEEL DIN 1.4948

(B. van der Schaaf, H.U. Staal, M.I. de Vries)

1. Specimens

Of the 200 creep specimens ordered with Hembrug B.V., 130 have been

delivered. As soon as the raw blocks from surplus SNR-300 structural

material |1| have arrived from Interatom, production of the final

batch of creep specimens can commence. Our weld simulator has been

recently modified and during the next quarter the parameter settings

will be tested when the equipment will be put into use.

2. Irradiations

The assembly of rigs T-34 and T-35, used in irradiating fatigue samples,

is running to schedule. The assembly of rig T-23, delayed by the late

availability of test material, will commence next quarter. The crack

propagation samples in rig C-40 have been irradiated during two reactor

cycles. The temperatures obtained were only to specification during

the first cycle. During the second cycle the temperature pattern

deviated. This was probably due to a rotation of the rig with respect

to the centre core position. Fabrication of rigs C-41 and C-42 has

begun.
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The preparation of temperature and fluence reports is behind schedule.

Since their appearance is not on the critical path of the planning,

the progress of testing is not affected at the moment.

3. Equipment

Reconstruction work has been carried out in the creep laboratory for

unirradiated materials and the creep testing of SNR-300 reactor vessel

steel DIN 1.4948 specimens will commence next quarter. Reconstruction

work on the 7" lead cell for the creep testing of irradiated material

has begun and, apart from the mounting of a more reliable air cooler,

is progressing to schedule.

4. Testing

4.]_;_ Tensile testing af ter_l_ow-cvcle_f atigue

These experiments were commenced in March. The purpose of the first

part of this programme is to measure the tensile ductility of

irradiated and of heat-treated reference specimens after varying

numbers of fatigue cycles. The low-cycle fatigue is carried out at

strain amplitudes of either 0.6% or 1%. Tensile testing after fatigue

is performed at a strain rate of 3 x IO~S s-1.

Although the amount of data available is limited, the general trend

of the ductility can be drawn, see Fig. 5. For N/Nj -> I, no

significant influence of the irradiation on the elongation can be

observed. For smaller N/Nf values the ductility of the irradiated

specimens is reduced by half. This is the same trend as observed

from the results obtained in the previously performed pure tensile

testing programme where the influence of irradiation on the ductility

was also significant at low strain rates.

4^2_;__Final_re£orts

Much attention has been paid to the preparation of the final reports

on the early this year completed first phase of the determination of
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the radiation damage in SNR construction steel DIN 1.4948. The final

version on tensile testing is complete. The first concept of the

creep results has also been completed. Reports on low-cycle fatig-oe

and creep-fatigue interaction will become available in due course.
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V. AEROSOL RESEARCH

(J.F. van de Vate)

1. Gas flow in capillaries

Using the simple technique dpscribed in the previous quarterly report

| I | , the flow rate q through stainless steel capillaries of varying

lengths and inner diameters was determined as a function of the pressure

drop Ap between the entrance and exit of these capillaries. Figure 6

shows the results obtained for nine different capillaries. In most

cases the flow was laminair as can be concluded from the 45 slope of

the lines in Fig. 6. The two lines "a" and "b", which correspond with

the widest capillaries (1 mm ID) and the shortest lengths, show a

transition to a lesser slope indicating the onset of turbulent flow.

The transition points correspond with a Reynolds number of approx. 2000

known to coincide with the transition condition between the two flow

regimes. The laminar flow rates observed agree fairly well with those

calculated according to Poisseuille.

2. Gas leakage through concrete

Two types of leakage through concrete containment walls are to be

expected. Firstly, leakage through wall penetrations which will be the

subject of research in the course of this year. Secondly, leakage

through the concrete itself of which there are two kinds, viz. leakage
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through the concrete porosity and leakage through cracks due to

mechanical causes; the former type of leakage is probably of minor

importance when the latter is present.

It was agreed Hochtief in Essen, W.-Germany, would cast a block of

concrete according to the same specifications as applied to the SNR 300

concrete containment building (Table 2).

Table 2 Concrete mixing properties of concrete test, specimen

Sand

Basalt

Gravel

EFA filter

Cement HOZ

Water

0-2 mm

8-11 mm

16-32 mm

350 L NW-HS

HC-Zentrament Super BV

726

1014

181

100

280

151

3

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

.08 kg

Five cylinders each 30 cm long and of 15 cm diameter were cut from this

block about two weeks after it had been cast. One of the cylinders is

shown in Fig. 7. Gas flow and aerosol penetration studies will be

performed on two of the cylinders. Three cylinders have been split

longitudinally in two halves (Fig. 8). After cutting two longitudinal

grooves in the split cylinder and filling them with air-tight cement,

a central crack, suitable for testing, remained (See Fig. 9).

For the purpose of studying the ageing effects of the leak paths in the

concrete, new cylinders will be cut from the cast block at certain time

intervals. The investigations were carried out with the air flowing

from below through the concrete cylinder.

The following observations were made:

Gas leak tests show a steadily decreasing flow rate (Fig. 10; A, B and

C refer to sets of measurements performed in this order). Due to this

effect it is impossible to establish the flow regime from the leak

rate/pressure drop characteristics.

By knocking on the concrete cylinder with a hammer whilst the air was

flowing through the crack the flow rate increased rapidly (Fig. 10;

D is the result of knocking). Simultaneous investigation of the air
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Fig. 7 One of the concrete cylinders to be used in leakage tests.

a. General view.
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b. Surface stmctuie.
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Fig. 8 Two halves of a split cylinder to be used in the crack leakage experiments.
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Fig. 9 Schemetic drawing of an artificially introduced crack in a concrete cylinder.
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Fig. 10 Results of gas leak tests on cracked concrete cylinder, q = leakage rate in cm3 s*1 ,

Ap = pressure drop in cm water; A, B and C = three sets of leakage tests performed

in this order; D = leakage test after knocking on the cylinder.
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leaving the crack revealed the presence of particles of 0.1 - 0.3 \im

diameter at a number concentration of about 10 cm~3 (flow rate =

several litres per minute). These particles cannot be of the original

particulate matter used for mixing and casting the concrete. Possibly,

the particles are pieces of crystal needles known to exist in concrete

|24|. These broken pieces had become suspended due to the high gas

velocities inside the crack. The above-mentioned decreasing flow rate

during gas passage can be explained by assuming that these fine pieces

of crystal needles had clogged the narrow passages in the crack.

A number of aerosol penetration tests was performed. The aerosol

particles used were 1.1 ym diameter monodisperse polystyrene spheres.

The concentration of these particles was measured, both upstream and

downstream as a function of the pressure drop, by means of a light-

scattering particle counter (ROYCO 225 or Techecology). The aerosol

penetration markedly decreases with an increasing pressure drop (or

flow rate). At approx. 200 mbars, the penetration is less than 0.1%.

At npprox. 10 mbars, the penetratie;: reaches several 10%. This can be

explained by inertial impaction deposition of the particles on the walls

of the crack caused by strong turbulences near the narrow passages in

the crack. Lower flow rates at smaller pressure drops lead to less

turbulence in the crack which in turn diminishes aerosol impaction.
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VI. HEAT TRANSFER AND HYDRAULICS

1. Laser Doppler Anemometry measurements

(J. Hoornstra, V. Vonka)

As mentioned before |25|, LDA cannot be used without light-scattering

particles being present. If a reliable measurement is to be made of

the fluid velocity, the particles need to travel with the fluid and

scatter sufficient light. In our case, there are no natural

impurities in the organic liquid used and seeding, therefore, is

necessary.

In selecting the right scattering particles, the following practical

aspects need to be taken into account:

- The parameters affecting the motion of particles suspended in a moving

fluid are the size and shape of the particles and the relative density

of the particles and fluid.

- The light-scattering parameters are the size and shape of the particles

and the relative refractive index of the particles and fluid. Mono-

dispersity, i.e. a measure of the uniformity of the particles, and

concentration of the suspension also have their influence.

- When using monodisperse spheres of the same density as the fluid but

of a different refractive index, only their concentration and size

have to be considered. Large particles have a better light-scattering

efficiency than small ones. Whereas one large single particle
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traversing the measuring region gives sufficient scattered light

intensity to trigger off a signal, a large number of small particles,

instantaneously present in this region, is needed to obtain the same

effect. On the other hand, too large a particle is likely to give a

scattered light of poor quality as such a particle is not a coherent

light source. This may be the reason that up to now only theories

dealing with small particles are available and account for the fact

that only small particles have been employed in LDA.

- As far as the particle concentration is concerned, the smaller the

concentration the more the loss of information on the fluid velocity.

Individual particles traversing the measuring volume, however, give

rise to a very clear signal, a signal with individual Doppler bursts.

Such a mode of operation is called "individual realization LDA".

With increasing concentration, increasing information on the fluid

velocity becomes available, however, not without the introduction of

the so-called ambiguity noise to the signal. This noise component

stems from abrupt phase changes in scattered light when two or more

Doppler bursts overlap. The chance of such burst overlaps increases

with particle concentration.

- The eventual choice of particle size and concentration, therefore,

is chiefly a question of optimalization. Furthermore, practical

considerations must also be taken into account. They demand that

the particles be chemically inactive, non-coagulate, easily available

and cheap in price. Finally, the necessary health precautions have

to be reckoned with.

A number of promising particle types were investigated in 1977 using

the reference beam mode whereby the particles in a forced water flow

circulated in a mini-aquarium. The beating affect on the photodiodes

was measured. It was concluded that:

- particles of suitable size with excellent monodispersity give

Doppler bursts with large amplitudes;

- when dealing with large particles it is important to have particles

and fluid of the same density;

- the optimum in the signal versus particle size curve seems to be

flat.
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Th e experiments resulted in the choice of copolymer particles with

a mean diameter of 15 ym. These particles are large enough for

individual realization LDA measurements.

LDA experiments on channels of simple geometry can be performed in

a water circuit. The natural impurities in the tap water used in

this circuit have been found to produce sufficient light scattering

to obtain a signal although a better signal was obtained when milk

was added to the tap water. However, milk contains a large number

of very small albumen and a few fat globules rendering the individual

realization LDA mode impossible. Therefore, an investigation on

more suitable particles to be used in water is necessary.

2. Local boiling experiment ECN/KfK

(J.E. de Vries)

Assembly of the second 60-degree bundle reached completion in January.

The bundle together with its instrumentation was inspected and mounted

in the 500 kW sodium loop. Thereafter the trace-heating and

insolation were fitted to the test section and the transducers

connected to the digital data registration system. At this stage the

complete test equipment was tested. Trial registrations were carried

out and the resulting magnetic test tapes analysed. The 500 kW

circuit was then twice filled with sodium. In order to clean the

circuit, the sodium was heated up to 450 C with low-power generation

in the bundle (representing about 40 W.cirr2 heat flux at the heater

cannings or about 80 kW electrical power in total). After hot-

dumping and cooling-down of the liquid metal in the dump vessel, the

oxides were transported from the loop components to the vessel.

Sampling and chemical analysis of the sodium in the loop during

subsequent experiments showed an oxide content of about 6 ppm which

is a rather low value for a technological system. The electronic

heater and bundle protection systems were also adjusted and tested

after which the ECN/KfK analogue data registration equipment was

installed and tried out.
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2.lj._Sinele-p_hase experiment s_wJ.^h_60-deg_ree_bumfle_II_

The coolant temperatures in the second 60-degree bundle, with a 35"

flow-blockage, have been measured under various stationary conditions.

The coolant velocity (in the undisturbed part of the bundle) has been

varied from 0.25 m.s~* to 4.00 m.s""1 and the heat flux from 5 W. cm"""

to 120 U'.cirT2. This is shown in Table 3 where the coolant velocities

(Vo) and heat fluxes (0) are given for the various measurements as

numbered.

Table 3. Scheme of coolant velocities and heat fluxes for the various

measurements

«. 0 (W.cnT2)

Vo ^ \ ^
(m.s-1) \ ,

0.25

0.50

1 .00

1 .50

2.00

2.50

3.00

4.00

5

185

184

183

10

200

188

187

186

20

199

182,190

181

180,189

179

178

177

40

198

192,202

191

60

197

196

195

193

80

206

205

204

203

194

100

208

207

120

21 1

210

209

Contrary to in the single-phase experiments with the first bundle (69%

flow-blockage), the sodium temperatures at the bundle inlet were kept

constant (450 C) during these experiments. This means the effects of

the coolant viscosity were not investigated. During execution of this

programme, a number of isothermal measurements were performed to

compare the thermocouple outputs enabling a more accurate analysis of

the experimental observations to be made. Apart from those measure-

ments with a fullyheated bundle given in Table 3, measurements

have been carried out in a partially-heated bundle. These provided

additional information on the coolant flow and mixing effects in the

re-circulation flow behind the blockage plate.
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Experiments Nos. 177—ï94 were done with values of flow and "heat flux

fulfilling the condition 0 / V smaller than or equal to 20 (0 in W.cm"2,

V in m.s" 1). As a result, the mean axial gradients of the coolant

temperatures were smaller than or equal to 110 C m " 1 . Under these

conditions bowing of the heater pins is negligible. These experiments

(Nos. 177-194) provide enough information to reveal the relations

between the wake temperatures and the coolant velocities and heat

fluxes of a bundle with practically straight pins.

During experiments Nos. 195-211, the mean axial gradients of the

coolant were increased up to approximately 350 C n f * and, therefore,

pin-bowing cannot be excluded. However, distinct effects stemming

from elastic or plastic deformation of the pins have not been

established up till now. During the measurements the coolant

temperature on the down-stream side of the blockage plate was found

to be too low. This was assumed to be caused by a leak in the

blockage plate. From the single-phase data analysed at KfK, it was

concluded that about one volume per cent of the main coolant flow

leaks through the blockage plate. (It must be realized that this

corresponds with a leakage flow of about 10 volume per cent of the

re-circulation flow behind the flow blockage). Such a leakage flow

obviously affects the distribution and velocity of the re'Circulation

f 1 ow.

On comparing the measured maximum wake temperatures with those from

model calculations, it seems they have increased somewhat due to the

leakage flow. Expressed in equivalent length units of the heated

bundle, the maximum temperature increase of the coolant in the wake,

depending to some extent on the flow velocity, is approximately

1.3 m for a flow velocity of 1.5 - 2.0 m.s"*.

It should be mentioned that the normalized maximum wake temperature

behind the 69% flow blockage of bundle I was about 0.7 m. The

normalized temperature as well as its location in the vortex depend

on the sodium velocity. The location of the maximum temperature in

relation to the sodium velocity behaves in both bundles I and II in

the same way. In bundle II the length of the re-circulatior flow is

less than or equal to 0.15 m and the wake flow is influenced only
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slightly, if at all, by the grids. In bundle I two grids were

situated in the re-circulation flow.

The analysis of the single-phase measurements, being carried out at

KfK, is in progress and will be finished in the third quarter.

2i2i_Gas_iniiection

(J.R.C. Maarleveld)

In order to gain information on the accumulation of gas in the wake

region, a means to inject argon gas into the bundle was constructed.

The experimental values from the single-phase experiments with

bundle II are to be used in confirming those obtained in the full-

bundle KfK experimental programme.

Injection devices were mounted at the entrance of the bundle, and at

the corner (near pin 1.1) and the edge of the blockage (near pin 4.4),

all equipped to measure and regulate the gas stream.

Continuous gas streams in the order of 0.5% to more than 50% of the

volume under local temperature and pressure of the sodium flow were

injected at these three points at sodium velocities of 0.5 to 4 m.s .

The presence of gas at certain points in the wake was indicated by

void detectors of the well-known Chen type.

A survey of the results obtained is given in Figs. 11 and 12, in which

the first shows a typical range of signals obtained at a sodium

velocity of 2 m.s"1 and with a gas flow of 34 Ncm3.s~1 injected at the

inlet. Under these circumstances, a 2.4% gas content in the wake is

measured.

Figure 12 gives an impression of the gas occurrence in the sodium when

the gas is injected at the bundle inlet. The gas contents in % of the

sodium flow versus the sodium velocity is given, using the parameter:

.~ ch,max,i

(1)
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9
where I V . is the sum of the averages of the actual signs for

i=l C h' 1

9
the measurement concerned, while ) V , .is the sum of the highest

.f\ ch,max,i °

values of the averages of the signals for each detector.

Here the signals of only nine detectors in the measuring planes I, 2

and 3 are considered to be representative, each to the same extent.

In spite of only a broad analysis of a limited number of measurements,

a provisional conclusion might be that an injection of gas gives a

high gas content (A) in the wake region at a moderate velocity and a

low content at both low and high velocities.

2^3._BoiHng experiments with_60-degree bundle_II

Directly following the single-phase measurements, a preliminary

boiling experiment was carried out. The main purpose of doing this

experiment was to determine the true maximum wake temperature from the

conditions existing at the start of boiling and compare this value

with the maximum value measured by the thermocouples in the bundle.

The conditions of heat flux, bundle inlet temperature and coolant

velocity were chosen in such a way that the coolant began to evaporate

at a pressure of 1.57 bar corresponding with a saturation temperature

of 940 C. During this experiment a number of the most essential

thermocouples in the boiling zone became defective and this was the

reason for deciding that in the next series of two-phase experiments

the saturation temperature should be at a lower level. The liquid

pressure in the boiling zone was chosen to be between 0.50 and 1.00 bar

corresponding with a saturation temperature of the sodium coolant of

between 810 and 888°C.

Consequently, ten two-phase experiments were carried out under these

conditions. The mean coolant velocity at the boiling ignition point

was varied from 1 to 4 m.s"1. The. latter value corresponds

approximately with the coolant velocity in a fuel element situated in

the middle of the SNR 300 core under full-load conditions. The boiling

in the wake zone was triggered off by reducing either the flow or the
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Table 4. Experimental two-phase conditions in 60-degree bundle II

Exp

No.

212

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

226

227

228

229

230

0

(W.cnT2)

121

90

1 16

139

154

70

70

56

52

101

161

135

71

V

(m.s-1)

2.00

1.90-1.42

2.52-1.86

3.00-2.40

3.34-2.86

1.49

1.41-0.85

1.01-0.59

0.99

2.80-1.83

3.85-9.75

2.35-1.80

1.50

Tinl

C°O

461

462

461

462

513

465

463

464

462

560

561

563

565

P
0

(bar)

1.58-1.23

0.62

0.59

0.55

0.83

0.57-0.34

0.72

0.61

0.63-0.25

0.81

0.99

1.56

1.31-0.27

T
max
(°O

939

831

825

819

860

822

846

828

832

833

879

918

926

max
AT
ms

(°C)

39

146

136

100

67

53

(?)

(?)

77

196

153

218

167

Remarks

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

NDO

DO (0.33/153)

0" (W.cnf2)

V (m.s"1)

Tinl (°C>
P (bar)

T (°C)
max
AT (max)
ms

NDO

Heat flux at heater canning

Sodium velocity (at bundle inlet)

Sodium temperature at bundle inlet

Static pressure of liquid in wake zone

Maximum temperature of sodium at onset of boiling

Maximum value of the difference between T (real or
max

assumed) and the saturation temperature of the coolant

in the wake zone; ?, parameter of the degree of boiling

development

No dry-out observed
DO (0.33/153) Dry-out observed first when P = 0.33 bar and

AT = 153°C
ms
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pressure. This series of experiments was terminated with two boiling

runs (Nos. 229 and 230) at somewhat higher saturation levels, viz.

918°C and 926°C respectively.

Following the two-phase experiments, the experimental data stored on

the digital magnetic tapes was utilized to make review plots of the

experiments; the most significant signals such as coolant velocities

at the in and outlets of the test bundle, coolant temperatures in the

boiling region and at the bundle inlet, pressure of the coolant in the

wake zone and acoustic signals were converted into physical units and

made viewable. This was done by making use of a local plotter which

is connected to the Philips-Honeywell processor P 9202.

For this purpose, a plot programme with some basic data-processing

routines was developed. This enabled quick-viewing of the experiments

before processing of the experimental data which although giving

sophisticated results is a time-consuming process.

With the help of these review plots of the boiling experiments, the

experimental conditions have been calculated at the onset of boiling

and at various stages throughout the boiling transients.

The experimental conditions applied so far in the two-phase

experiments are reviewed in Table 4.

As shown, dry out of the heater cannings has only occurred once,

viz. during experiment No. 230 under extremely low pressure (0.33 bar)

of the liquid, where V = 1.50 m.s"1 and AT = 153°C; the axial
ms

temperature gradients were 255 Cm" 1.

On comparing with the bundle I experiments, boiling has been much more

severe during these two-phase experiments. In experiment No. 229, the

parameter AT has even increased to 266 C and the axial temperature

gradients to 420 C.m~*. Due to the large reduction of the normalized

maximum wake temperatures for coolant velocities below 1 m.s~*, no

values of AT can yet be given for the experiments Nos. 221 and 222.
ms

The preliminary conclusion is that the cooling of the heater pins

seems to be guaranteed under rather extreme boiling conditions.



2_14_1_Flow_resistance_of_buitdle_I

The first 28-rod bundle was provided with pressure transducers near the

blockage (Poi) and in both the upstream and downstream flows of the

test section (P19 and P22)• The first-mentioned was sodium-filled while

the other two, connected to upstream and downstream expansion vessels

via vapour traps of normal construction, were gas-filled. For

calibration purposes, a precision manometer was connected parallel to

the downstream pressure transducer for a number of experiments.

The relation between the pressure loss AP and the velocity v of a fluid

with density p flowing through a duct with resistance K is given as

AP = K.^pv2 (2)

The value of K was determined for the whole bundle as well as for the

bundle outlet area. Considerable deviations in the values were found,

varying to twice as great as an acceptable value for the whole bundle

and up to five times as great as an acceptable value for the outlet

area. However, a combination of the measured results of the precision

manometer with those of the upstream pressure transducer delivered for

some of the experiments a rather good reproducing total value of K .

at a reasonable level for the whole bundle. As the values produced by

the precision manometer were reliable, they could be used together with

the blockage pressure transducer values in calculating the K values for

the bundle outlet area. This lead to values within a reasonable range

for the downstream K.

With regards to the last series of experiments, it should be mentioned

that recently the 500 kW loop has refused to dump its content due to

an obstruction in one of the vapour traps. This has given rise to the

conclusion that the vapour traps have been obstructed by variable

amounts of sodium during these experiments thus leading to inaccurate

readings of the pressure transducers witli obvious consequences for the

results of the last series of experiments.

The uncorrected values of the resistance of that part of the bundle

downstream of the blockage, calculated with the transducers Pgj and

2> show very high values, up to K = 50. After correction by
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calculation with the precision manometer and blockage transducer

values, several K values dropped considerably giving ground for a

value of K. = 10. The same procedure yielded K = 60 for the whole

bundle.

2^5^_Hy_drodvnamics during si.ngle-bubb]:e_boiling_of_the_sodi.um_coolant

As was pointed out in the previous quarterly report |1|, one of the

methods applied in evaluating the observed liquid motions and vapour

pressures during single-bubble boiling of the sodium coolant behind

the 69% flow blockage in the 60-degree bundle I was to approximate

the oscillations by sine-waves. It was further mentioned, the spatial

dynamic liquid motions can be approximately described by the one-

dimensional non-stationary momentum equations for the liquid slugs at

the test section outlet and inlet:

outlet: p L i M t ) = V C ) ~ ? 1 " Kl-sPVi2(t) - pgAh! (3a)

inlet : pL2V2(t) = P2 - PQ(t) - K2.|pV2
2(t) - pgAh2 (3b)

Assuming the oscillation amplitudes of the coolant velocities and

vapour pressure to be small compared to their mean values, the

differential equations given above can be linearized.

Writing PQ(t) = PQ + P0(t), Vj(t) = Vj + vj(t) and V2(t) = V2 + v 2(t),

where P , Vj and V2 are the mean values and assuming p (t) << P ,

vj(t) << V] and v2(t) << V2, the following linear differential equations

can be easily derived for the oscillating parts of the vapour pressure

and liquid velocities:

pLlVl(t) = po(t) - KipVlVl(t) (4a)

pL2v2(t) = -pQ(t) - K2pV2v2(t) (4b)

Assuming further the oscillations to be harmonic, i.e. writing
,_,. iwt . . i(ut + $i) . . i(ut + *o)

p (t) = p e , vj(t) = vje l and v2(t) = v2e - , the

well-known solutions of these equations deliver the following relations

for the amplitudes and phases:
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(p /ovi)2 = L!2u2 + K ^ V j 2 (5a) and $j = -arctg uLi/KjVi (6a)

(po/pv2)
2 = L 2

2w 2 + K 2
2V 2

2 (5b) and * 2 = it-arctg u,L2/K2V2 (6b)

During the txro-phase experiments with the 60-degree bundle I, single

bubble boiling was observed under various stationary boiling conditions

with different values of the mean coolant velocity (Vj = V2 = V) and

boiling frequency (f = U)/2TT). Rather well-defined values of the

boilitig frequencies could be obtained by calculating the auto-power

spectral density of the pressure, flow and certain thermocouple signals

under stationary conditions. The phase-differences have been derived

from calculated covariance functions. An initial attempt to check the

validity of the amplitude relations 5a and 5b has been made by

applying the friction constants Kj and K2 as derived from the measured

stationary pressure drops in the bundle (see Section 2.4) and the

constants of acceleration forces calculated from the bundle geometry

(Kj = 5-10, K2 = 55, Lx = 1.017 m, L2 = 1.782 m) and substitution of

these values in the Eqs. 5 and 6, In this way, calculated values of

p /pv. have been compared with measured values of individual vapour

bubbles for various mean coolant velocities and boiling frequencies.

Apart from systematic deviations between measured and calculated values,

a rather wide scattering of values was found for large series of

vapour bubbles under stationary boiling conditions; the standard

deviations were 30-50% of the mean values of p /pv. over a period of

approx. ten seconds stationary local boiling.

Therefore, another method has been applied. A linear relation exists

between (p /pv.) 2, w2 and V2 if relations 5a and 5b are valid. The

mean values and standard deviations have been calculated of (p /pv.) 2,

i = 1 and 2, for large series of vapour bubbles under stationary

boiling conditions (constant boiling frequency f and coolant

velocity V). These data are given, Fig. 13, in a rectangular

coordinate system having axes x = f2, y = V2 and z = (p /pv.) 2.

With the help of the multiple linear regression method, planes

z = a + bx + cy have been calculated using the values measured for

that part of the test section inlet (i = 2) upstream of the void zone
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and that part of the test section outlet (i = 1) downstream of the

void zone:

(p o/ Dv 2)
2 = - 718 + 18.6 x f2 + 854.1 x V2 (c.c. = 0.96) (7a)

(po/pv2)
2 = 3978 + 164.4 x f2 + 6713.8 x V2 (c.c. = 0.86) (7b)

The values of the multiple correlation coefficients (c.c.) are an

indication that, in particular, the estimated plane 7a fit's quite well

in the measuring points of the test section outlet area. This is also

to be seen in Fig. 13. Equations 5a and 5b suggest that the planes

will go through the origin, but, as shown, the intersection of the

estimated planes with the z axi.s deviates somewhat from z = 0. In

spite of this imperfection, the friction and acceleration constants

Kj, K2, M and L2 are calculated from the lines of intersection of the

estimated planes with the planes f2 = 0 and V2 = 0. These are given

in the Table 5:

Table 5. Friction and acceleration constants of 60-degree bundle I

60-degree bundle I

geometric calculations

stationary single-phase calculations |26|

stationary measurements (Section 2.4)

hydrodynamics single-bubble boiling

outlet area

M
1.017 m

0.687 m

Ki

5.0-6.4

5-10

29

inlet area

L2

1.782 m

2.041 m

K2

32-34

50

82

As shown in the table, the values obtained in this way are compared with

the acceleration constants calculated from the tost section geometry and

the calculated and measured friction constants for stationary flow. The

hydrodynamics of single-bubble boiling give a 30% lower value of the

acceleration constant for the test section outlet and a 15% higher value

for the test section inlet area than the calculated values. The friction

constants thus obtained are in both cases noticeably higher than the

stationary data. For the time being, the stationary constants are being

applied in the local boiling models. Before evaluating these data and

realising the consequences of the discrepancies found for the present

models, the experimental information obtained from the second 60-degree

bundle will be treated likewise.
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The analysis of the phases between the pressure and flow oscillations

is in progress and it is hoped additional information on the hydro-

dynamics of local boiling will be gained from the data obtained.
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